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"A good translator should be faithful rather than exact; a good Monitor should be faithful and 
exact." (Old Russian Proverb) 
 
That was the motto that introduced the rather fat translation guide for Russian monitors 
presented to me when I joined the BBCM in 1974. Working for the Monitoring Service was 
somewhat of a daunting prospect, but what a wonderful job for a language graduate to have 
landed! Practically all my student contemporaries who had not gone in for teaching, had 
ended up training for the law. I, by contrast, had found a way to get paid for improving my 
Russian. I was well aware that it could do with improving, but not just how much. 
 
Russian monitors at that time fell into three main categories. There were the native speakers, 
mostly the older generation: escapees, in one way or another, from the Soviet Union. They 
knew Russian, they knew English, and they knew a lot else besides. Then there was the 
generation who had learned Russian in the armed forces; they might not all speak fluently, 
but they had a breadth of technical knowledge that was beyond me even in English. And 
finally there were the graduates of British university Russian courses, used to reading 
Pushkin and Tolstoy, perhaps even Solzhenitsyn, but whose grasp of coal mining, deep-sea 
fishing, railway construction, space flight and all the other Soviet news bulletin staples was, 
in most cases, shaky in the extreme. 
 
The monitor's task was to listen to Soviet radio (and later television), select what was of 
interest to BBCM's various customers and summarise or translate it, following our guidelines. 
The main focus was on news, but we also covered such things as (suspiciously scripted) 
“discussions" of current events and specialist programmes like "For Those at Sea", as well, 
of course, as the great set-piece speeches by Brezhnev, for which practically the entire 
Russian team was called out. 
 
Soviet political language might have been unfamiliar initially, but once learned, the clichés 
posed few problems. We had a fat file of "agreed translations", not so much to speed up our 
work, as to ensure consistency.  
 
Elegant they were not. As the translation guide pointed out, there are some things which 
cannot be rendered in good English "without losing the turgid flavour of the original". Thus 
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"The Party makes its contribution to the fulfilment and over-fulfilment of national economic 
plans", was a perfectly acceptable translation, because "it is an example of the established 
Communist Party jargon, of a code, and must, therefore, be faithfully accepted".  
 
This was important, since Kremlinologists were on the look-out for changes in jargon, which 
could indicate changes in thinking. One of the more unpopular jobs that came up twice a 
year was to check the seemingly endless list of official slogans for May Day and the Great 
October Socialist Revolution (GOSR, as we called it), always publicised in advance, to track 
subtle differences of emphasis. 
 
Along with the file of agreed translations, we had several technical wordlists compiled over 
the years by our predecessors for such subjects as agriculture, railways and shipping. Soviet 
publishing houses were fortunately also keen producers of specialist multilingual dictionaries. 
There were many technical words I met in Russian before I knew them in English. Some 
patient colleague had to explain "snow retention" to me: the practice of artificially 
accumulating snow in grain fields to keep the soil moist and protect the crops from freezing. 
This was exactly the kind of activity fully reported by Soviet radio, which, a few months later, 
informed listeners when the "winter wheat" had "sprung ears". Who knows if Soviet listeners 
really cared about such things, but the potential Soviet grain harvest was of interest to some 
of our customers, eager to calculate how much wheat the USSR might want to purchase 
from the West. 
 
Ashamed of my ignorance, I stocked up on books explaining how various things work – but 
Soviet bulletins were repetitious in the extreme, and as long as you recognised the words 
when you heard them, most of our translations could be done on auto-pilot. 
 
Recognising the words was key. We were not translating written texts, but spoken words. It is 
remarkably difficult to hear a word that you don't know, and once you've misheard, it's difficult 
to hear anything else. Fortunately, there were always helpful colleagues around, some of 
whom had truly excellent ears and could often put you right.  
 
Even so, some transcripts ended up with a lot of gaps and guesses: poor reception could 
defeat even the best and most knowledgeable monitor. And it often was very poor, especially 
when we were listening to broadcasts being beamed to the Soviet Far East, quite the 
opposite direction to Caversham.  
 
Gorbachev put the cat among the pigeons, using language we had never heard before. An 
Ngram check of the word “glasnost” (https://books.google.com/ngrams/) – even if not always 
100% reliable – shows the word peaking in the 1860s (in the context of reforms to the judicial 
system when court proceedings were opened to the public), dropping drastically around the 
time of the Russian Revolution, and soaring again at the end of the 1980s (only to plunge 
back into relative rarity in the 1990s.). "Perestroyka" was slightly more familiar, but 
Gorbachev gave it a new twist. Perhaps that is why both words entered English (and a host 
of other languages) in their Russian forms - making life easier for monitors, who didn’t have 
to agree on an accurate rendering of their own.  
 
Reading now through old transcripts, I sometimes shudder at the clumsiness of the English. 
But as monitors we were not only translators but also journalists. I thought it was a privilege 
when I started more than 40 years ago, and I still think it a privilege today, to have worked 
with so many interesting people and to have had such access to a world that has now 
disappeared. Oh yes, and my Russian really did improve! 
 
 
 
 
 


